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1 Overview and Concepts 
The File Command is general-purpose, low-level command in DPhyGenCtl that uses a 
text file as input to define arbitrary LP and HS DPhy signaling sequences.  Using special 
component command syntax, low-level LP and HS lane states and higher-level packet 
data bytes can be intermingled to create test sequences, including non-standard and error 
packets.  Command syntax also supports features such as automatic ECC and CRC 
generation, HS burst signaling (e.g. HS entry/exit and sync), packet data demultiplexing, 
clock on/off control, looping, and nested command files. 
 
NOTE: This document describes the File Command syntax for DPhyGenCtl versions 3.5 
and above.  Starting with this version, many extensions to the syntax have been added.  
For prior version File Command documentation, please refer to the User’s Manual 
associated with the specific software version.  

1.1 Using the File Command 
The File Command can be found in the “Miscellaneous Commands” category of the “Pkt 
Type” drop-down control and has one argument (“File Name”) that specifies the source 
text file name to parse and use to construct the DPhy signal.  The command is sent like 
any other normal command and can be part of a macro.  The DT Mode setting is ignored 
when sending the File Command, but other GUI settings such as the HS Bit Rate, LP 
Freq, Lane Cnt, and DPhy bus timings may affect output, depending on the component 
commands used in the file. 
 
In constructing an output stream, the file associated with the File Command is parsed in 
sequence: one line at a time, one component command at a time.  After parsing the entire 
file, the result is a single output stream that is then added to a macro or output on the 
DPhy bus.   
 
If the File Command is sent as an individual command (i.e. not in a macro), the file 
should be constructed to assume the initial bus state is LP11 in all lanes.  Similarly, after 
the command is sent, the bus is forced back to LP11.  In a macro, the File Command 
begins at the last state occurring in the previous component command in the macro, 
which generally is LP11.  It is possible, however, for a previous component command in 
a macro to finish in a bus state other than LP11, for example, from a previous File 
Command, LP Delay command, etc. 

1.2  File Command Script Support For Packet Commands 
New to DPhyGenCtl version 3.6 is the ability to use File Command scripts to generate 
payload data for packet commands that use the FileName argument.  This includes the 
following packet types: 
 

 Generic Long Write (from file) 
 Generic Read Response (from file) 
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 DCS Long Read Response (from file) 
 Write Memory Start 
 Write Memory Continue 
 Custom Long Command (from file) 
 Any video mode command 
 Long Packet (Non-Image Data) [CSI] 

  
When a File Command script file is used with these packet types, all syntax features are 
available, including variables, functions, and component commands (though many 
commands are not useful for generic payload data generation).  The only requirement for 
payload data generation is that the script contain one or more data lines at the end of the 
file comprising the payload bytes for the command using the script.  Often, payload 
scripts construct output data in a buffer variable, outputting the buffer at the end of the 
script using the STREAM command.   
 
Note that two command-specific system variables have been added to help with payload 
generation.  SYS_CMD_DATA_TYPE indicates the data type of the command invoking 
the File Command script.  And SYS_CMD_FRAME_NUM indicates the current frame 
number (0-based) when a File Cmd script is use to generate a sequence of video frames 
for a video command (i.e. when the command’s Frame Count is greater than 1). 

1.3 Example File Command Scripts 
The DPhyGenCtl installation includes a directory containing many example File 
Command script files.  The top-level directory location for these files is: 
 

C:/Program Files (x86)/TMPC/DPhyGenCtl/File Command Scripts 
 
A shortcut link to this directory is also accessible through the Windows->Start menu, 
under the DPhyGenCtl sub-menu.   
 
Note that a couple of the scripts create data files in their folder, which will fail if sourced 
from the Program Files directory (due to protections).  To use these scripts, you will need 
to copy them to another directory outside of the Program Files directory. 

1.4 Internal File Support 
The File Command (and now any packet command that uses the FileName argument) 
supports a feature called an internal file.  This feature allows File Command scripts to be 
entered directly as the File Name argument for the command rather than a valid filename.  
The application considers the File Name to be an internal file if the first character is a “#” 
or the first two characters are “//”. 
 
Internal files are parsed directly as File Command component commands, exactly as the 
text contained in a file would be.  Because multi-line editing is not possible in the File 
Name control, the user can click on the “…” associated button (normally used for file 
browsing) to display the internal file text in a text edit dialog.  Note that the File Name 
text must start with “#” or “//” before the text edit dialog will appear, so to start defining 
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an internal file for a new command, type ‘#’ in the File Name control before clicking the 
“…” button. 
 
Several buttons are provided in the text edit dialog:. 
 

 File: brings up a file dialog to select a file to use for inserting a quoted string 
containing the file path into the text at the cursor position.  This is useful for 
building RPC commands that reference a file name. 

 Load: brings up a file dialog to select a text file to import into the text control.  
Note that this operation discards existing text in the control. 

 Save: brings up a file dialog to save the dialog text to a text file. 
 Font+: increase the font size of the text control 
 Font-: decrease the font size of the text control 
 Clear: clears the text in the dialog. 
 OK: accepts the changes made to the text and closes the dialog. 
 Cancel: discards the changes made to the text and closes the dialog. 

1.5 File Syntax 
The source file syntax for the File Command has the form of a script file, describing a 
sequence of consecutive operations to output on the DPhy bus.  Each line in the source 
file can be one of the following: 

 Command line – A command line always begins with a ‘#’ symbol, followed by 
a space, followed by a component command and any arguments, separated by 
spaces.  The component command and arguments always use just one line.1  Data 
bytes associated with the component command (if any) are not considered 
command arguments and are described using one or more data lines following the 
command line.  Note: variable assignment is a command line with special syntax 
(see next description). 

 Variable Assignment line – a command line with special syntax that defines and 
assigns a value to a variable.  The syntax of a variable assignment line is: 

# [LOCAL] <varName> = <varValue>.  Variables are described further in the 
next section. 

 Data line – A data line consists of one or more data values, separated by spaces.   

o Each data value can be a numeric literal or integer expression (see section 
Error! Reference source not found. for information about integer 
expressions). 

o Multiple data lines can be used to form a longer sequence of data values.   

o Concatenation of data lines occurs to form one data sequence until the 
next non-flow-control command line or end of top-level file.  Flow control 

                                                 
1 Note that the IF and LOOP_START component commands have associated bracketing commands ENDIF 
and LOOP_END respectively, occurring on a subsequent line in the file. 
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command lines do not terminate a data sequence and are one of the 
following commands: 

- IF/ELSE/ENDIF 

- LOOP_START/LOOP_END 

- SUB/ENDSUB 

- FILE/CALL 

- RADIX 

- ASSERT/MSGBOX 

Also, because it is a way of defining data sequences, the STREAM 
command also does not terminate a data sequence.  Finally, the end of a 
nested file or subroutine does not automatically terminate a data sequence 
unless the associated command line begins in the nested file or subroutine. 

o A data sequence is always associated with the preceding command. 

o Data lines may start with a code for repeating the data line having the form 
of *<N> where <N> is the replication count.  (e.g. “*10” at the start of a 
data line causes the data line to be replicated 10 times).  Replication 
counts can also be defined by an integer expression (e.g. “*(10+i)”) 

o Data values that have a ‘+’ prefixed or ‘h’ appended to the value are 
interpreted as decimal or hexadecimal respectively (e.g. +24, 1Ah). 

o Data values otherwise are interpreted using the default radix, which is 
decimal unless changed with the RADIX component command. 

o Depending on the associated command, data values may represent HS data 
bytes, single-lane LP states, 4-lane LP states, or flags for automatic field 
insertion (i.e. ECC, CRC, or WordCnt). 

 Comment line (or blank line): Lines that start with “//” or that are blank (with 
only spaces or tabs) are considered comment lines and are ignored by the parser.  

Other source file line characteristics: 

 Comments using “//” can also be added to the end of command and data lines, 
causing the parser to ignore the remainder of the line.   

 For convenience and brevity, compound source lines in a file may be defined 
using the “:” character to separate command, data, and comment lines.  For 
example, the following is a valid source line: 

# IF (line == 2): # LP_STATES ACT: 3 2 0: # ENDIF 

 Indentation using tabs and spaces is allowed and ignored by the parser and is a 
way to show clear nesting of IF/ELSE/ENDIF, LOOP_START/LOOP_END, and 
SUB/ENDSUB blocks. 
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1.6 Variables 
Variables are now supported in the File command, which can have one of three types: 
integer, string, or buffer.     

1.6.1 Variable Names 
Variable names are case insensitive and can consist of alphanumeric characters plus 
underscore that have the following characteristics: 
 

 They must begin with an alphabetic character 
 They must not be a valid hex value 
 They must not be a valid command or reserved keyword 
 They must not be a valid system constant or predefined function 
 They must not be a valid subroutine name 

1.6.2 Variable Scope 
Variables (except for constants) may be global or local in scope, depending on whether 
their variable definition is prefixed with the “LOCAL” keyword.  Global variables are 
accessible by any file or subroutine after definition for the duration of the File command.  
Local variables are defined only for the scope of the current file or subroutine (which 
includes nested subroutines and files called from within the file).  A local variable that 
has the same name as a global variable makes the global variable inaccessible until the 
local variable goes out of scope.  In addition, the local variable must have the same type 
as the global variable or an error will be thrown.  

1.6.3 Integer Variables 
Integer variables are defined and initialized using the command syntax: 
 

# [LOCAL] <varName> = <varVal> 
 

where <varVal> is an integer expression.  As mentioned previously, the LOCAL 
keyword is used to define the variable’s scope as local or global.   
 
Integer variables can be redefined using the same syntax as their definition, without the 
optional LOCAL keyword.  However, a variable’s scope and type cannot be redefined 
over its lifetime. 
 
The main use of integer variables is to use in integer expressions, which can be used to 
define command arguments, replication counts, data values, and the values for integer 
variable assignment. 

1.6.4 String Variables 
String variables are defined and initialized using the same command syntax as for integer 
variables: 
 

# [LOCAL] <varName> = <varVal> 
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though for string variables, <varVal> is a string literal (i.e. ASCII string enclosed by 
quotes, for example “imageFile.txt”) or the name of another string variable. 
 
String variable values can be reassigned using the same syntax as their definition, without 
the optional LOCAL keyword.  However, a variable’s scope and type cannot be redefined 
over its lifetime. 
 
String variables can be used for filenames for the FILE, LOAD_BUF, LOAD_FRAME, 
and SAVE_BUF commands.  They can be used for subroutine names for the CALL 
command.  They can be used for user strings for the MSGBOX and ASSERT commands. 

1.6.5 Buffer Variables 
Buffer variables are variable length byte arrays, typically used to hold packet data.  They 
can be defined and initialized using one of the following commands: BUF, LOAD_BUF, 
or LOAD_FRAME.   
 
The BUF command initializes a buffer with data provided in the command.  Similar to 
other packet definition commands, this command supports special flags in the data that 
can be used to auto-compute and insert packet fields such as ECC, WordCnt, and CRC.    
 
The LOAD_BUF command initializes a buffer with data from a binary file given as an 
argument.  This command does not perform any preprocessing or interpretation of file 
data before assignment, regardless of file type.   
 
The LOAD_FRAME command initializes a buffer with data from an image file given as 
an argument.  If the file type is not an image, this command behaves the same as 
LOAD_BUF.  However, if the file has a recognized image file extension (e.g. .bmp, .jpg, 
etc), then the image is first imported and possibly rescaled (if optional frame dimension 
arguments are provided) before buffer assignment. 
 
Note that all three buffer definition commands can be prefixed by the optional “LOCAL” 
keyword to define a local buffer variable. 
 
A buffer variable cannot be assigned to another directly but its data can be copied into 
another buffer variable using the STREAM command.  Similarly, the STREAM method 
can be used, for example, to extract a line of pixel data from a frame buffer as payload for 
a video packet. 
 
A buffer variable can be passed as an argument to a subroutine.  In this case, only a 
pointer to the buffer gets passed (i.e. the buffer data is not copied).  Thus, any 
modification to buffer element data is retained by the global buffer variable when the 
subroutine exits.   
 
Buffer elements can be addressed using array syntax:  <bufName>[<index>],  
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where <index> can be 0 to buffer length – 1.  Note the brackets here are literal and do not 
indicate an optional feature.  Like integer variables, buffer elements can be used in any 
integer expression and can be assigned using the normal variable assignment syntax, (e.g. 
# pkt[10] = 100).   
 
As mentioned, buffers can be used as arguments to the STREAM command.  They also 
can be used as arguments to MSGBOX, which prints out buffer data as a list of hex bytes 
and SAVE_BUF, which saves buffer data to a binary file.  Finally, they can be used in 
commands  such as CONVERT and RESCALE that treat buffer data as RGB888 images 
for format conversion or resizing. 

1.6.6 Constant Variables 
A constant variable is an integer variable that is defined once and does not change again 
for the duration of the file command.  Constant variables are always global and have 
integer type (string or buffer constants are not supported).  The advantage of using a 
constant variable is that there is significant performance (speed) improvement over using 
a normal variable, especially in inner-loops that get executed millions of times, like for 
pixel data definitions. 
 
A constant variable is defined using the following syntax: 
 
# CONST <varName> = <varVal> where <varName> is a variable name and <varVal> is 
an integer expression.   

1.6.7 System Constant Variables 
Several system constant variables are pre-defined for use, reflecting current GUI settings: 
 

 SYS_LANE_CNT – Lane Cnt setting (1-4) 
 SYS_UI_PS – HS Bit Rate setting in ps 
 SYS_TLPX_NS – LP Freq setting in ns 
 SYS_HACTIVE – timing configuration HActive setting 
 SYS_VACTIVE – timing configuration VActive setting  
 SYS_IS_SLAVE – indicates master/slave status (0/1) 
 SYS_DUAL_INTERFACE_MODE – dual-interface mode setting 
 SYS_BAYER_FMT – Bayer format setting 
 SYS_RGB_BIT_ORDER – WriteMemory RGB bit order setting 
 CMD_DATA_TYPE – data type of current command 
 CMD_FRAME_NUM – frame number in video sequence for current command 

1.7 Integer Expressions 
The File Command supports use of integer expressions anywhere a numeric literal can be 
used: data line values, command arguments, buffer indexes, and replication counts. 
Complex expressions must be enclosed by outer parentheses ‘(‘ and ‘)’. 
 
Operand types can be any of the following: 
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 Decimal Integer without ‘+’ or ‘-‘ prefix (if current radix is decimal) 
 Decimal Integer with ‘+’ or ‘-‘ prefix 
 Hex Number without ‘h’ suffix (if current radix is hex) 
 Hex Number with ‘h’ suffix 
 Constant Variable 
 Integer Variable 
 Buffer Element 
 Pre-defined Integer Function (Length, CRC, ECC) 
 Boolean Expression (evaluates to 0 or 1) 

 
Operators can be any of the following: 
 

*, /, +, -  Arithmetic operators: multiply, divide, add, subtract 
|, &, ^, ~ Bit-wise operators: OR, AND, XOR, NOT
<<, >> Shift operators: left shift, right shift
% Modulo

 
Pre-defined functions can be used to compute a value used in an expression.  The 
following pre-defined functions are supported: 
 

Function Syntax Description 
Length Length(<bufName>) Given a buffer name as an argument, 

return the length of the buffer.
ECC ECC(<bufName>, [<startInx>, <byteCnt>]) Given a buffer name as an argument, 

having length of 3 or 4 bytes, return the 
computed ECC value (including VCX 
field if present).  If the buffer contains 4 
bytes, the fourth byte is assumed to 
contain the VCX field in the upper two 
bits.  Optional arguments set the starting 
byte index and byte count (3 or 4).

CRC CRC(<bufName, [<startInx>, <byteCnt>]) Given a buffer name as an argument, 
return the computed 16-bit CRC value.  
Optional arguments set the starting byte 
index and byte count to use for the CRC 
calculation.  

 
Boolean expressions are considered a type of integer expression, always evaluating to 0 
or 1.  Thus, Boolean expressions can be used in integer expressions and integer 
expressions can be used for a Boolean condition, such as the IF and ASSERT command 
arguments.  Boolean expressions should always be enclosed in parentheses and use the 
following operators:  ==, !=, >, <, >=, ==, ! (not). 
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2 Component Commands 
This section provides a description of all the component commands supported by the File 
Command.  Commands can be categorized as follows::  
 

 MIPI output – commands that directly affect MIPI bus behavior 
 flow control – commands that affect flow control during file processing 
 mode – commands that set mode of operation 
 buffer – commands that use and manipulate buffer variables 
 information – commands that provide information to the user 

 
In the following tables, command syntax is shown in the left column, where arguments in 
<> indicate syntax elements and arguments in [] indicate optional arguments.  Unless 
otherwise indicated, arguments have integer type and can be assigned using integer 
expressions.   
 
The right column contains the command description or defines the syntax construct.  In 
the latter case, ‘|’ indicates a user choice.  For example, “1 | 2 | 3 | 4” means one of 1, 2, 3, 
or 4 is can be used (or, more generally, an integer expression that evaluates to one of 
these values). 
 

Table 1 – Component Commands 
Command Description

MIPI Output Commands 

HS_PACKET [SCRAMBLE] Sends an HS packet, bracketed by HS burst entry and 
HS burst exit and demultiplexed across active lanes.2  3   

HS_PACKET_PLUS_CRC 
[SCRAMBLE] <dataID> 

Sends an HS packet, bracketed by HS burst entry and 
HS burst exit and demultiplexed across active lanes.  
Data should consist of only payload data, where the 
header and CRC are implicitly sent by sending 
“<dataID> -4 -1” and “-2” before and after the payload 
data respectively. 3

HS_BYTES <lgwd> [SCRAMBLE] Sends one or more HS packet bytes, allocated to lanes 
according to the argument.2 3

HS_BITS <lgwd>  Sends a sequence of HS bits.  Bits are assigned to one 
lane or replicated across active lanes according to the 
<lgwd> argument.4

                                                 
2 The values -1, -2, -3 and -4 may be used as placeholders for automatic packet field insertion (ECC, CRC, 
WordCnt) and can be used multiple times in the data.  Please see section 3.2 for more information. 
3 If DSI scrambling is enabled or the SCRAMBLE argument is present, the packet payload is scrambled 
according to the DSI2 1.0 specification.  Please see section 5.25.2 for more information. 
4 Note that the DEMUX argument is supported for the HS_BITS, HS_ZERO, and HS_ONE command but 
has a different meaning than for HS_BYTES.  See later discussion. 
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HS_ZERO <lg> <dur> Sends a sequence of HS zero bits.  Bits are assigned to 
one lane or replicated across active lanes according to 
the <lg> argument.  The number of sequence bits is 
derived from <dur> and is always quantized to a 
multiple 2 UI.4

HS_ONE <lg> <dur> Sends a sequence of HS one bits.  Bits are assigned to 
one lane or replicated across active lanes according to 
the <lg> argument.  The number of sequence bits is 
derived from <dur> and is quantized to multiple of 2 
UI.4

HS_BURST_ENTRY Sends the HS burst entry sequence on active lanes using 
the current DPhy timing settings.  This sequence 
consists of includes LP signaling, HS zero, Preamble, 
and HS sync byte.  No element stream is associated with 
this command.

HS_BURST_EXIT Sends the HS burst exit sequence on active lanes using 
the current DPhy timing settings.  This includes 
HSTrail, and LP signaling.  No element stream is 
associated with this command.

LP_STATES  [ACT] [<dur>] Sends one or more LP states.  If the optional ACT 
argument is present, then state values that follow are 
interpreted as 2-bit states that are to be replicated and 
sent on each active lane.  Otherwise, state values are 
interpreted as 8-bit states, 2 bits per lane.  If the <dur> 
argument is not present, the current LP frequency period 
is used.  

LP_ESC_BYTES [<dur>] Sends one or more data bytes in LP escape mode using 
spaced-one-hot encoding.2  If the <dur> argument is not 
present, the current LP frequency period is used.

LPDT_PACKET [<dur>] Sends an LPDT packet, bracketed by the escape entry, 
LPDT command, and escape exit signaling.2  If the 
<dur> argument is not present, the current LP frequency 
period is used.

CLOCK_ON 
(or CLK_ON) 

If the clock is off, turns the clock on according to the 
DPhy specification and DPhy timing settings.  
Otherwise, this command has no effect. 

CLOCK_OFF 
(or CLK_OFF) 

If the clock is on, turns the clock off according to the 
DPhy specification and DPhy timing settings.  
Otherwise, this command has no effect. 

BTA Sends a BTA sequence, puts output drivers in high-
impedance, and waits for a BTA Ack and eventual 
return BTA before continuing with the File command.  
The DPhy Generator timeout protocol applies, i.e. the 
“BTA Wait Time” setting and the “Disable event 
timeout” option are applicable.

WAIT_BTA Puts output drivers in high-impedance and waits for a 
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return BTA before continuing with the File command.  
The DPhy Generator timeout protocol applies, i.e. the 
“BTA Wait Time” setting and the “Disable event 
timeout” option are applicable. 

ASSERT_TRIG <dur> 
<LPValue[9:0]> <trigger cmd> 

Asserts the TrigOut signal on the P344 according to the 
command arguments (same as ASSERT_TRIG RPC 
command).  LPValue[9:0] represents the LP state of 
each lane during the trigger time, two bits per state with 
the clock lane LP state bits [9:8] applied only if the 
clock is off.  Valid trigger commands are: 1 (Low), 2 
(High), 3 (Toggle), or 4 (Pulse).

 

Flow Control Commands 
IF <flag> In conjunction with ELSE and ENDIF commands, 

defines blocks that will be conditionally executed based 
on the state of <flag>.  If <flag> is non-zero, commands 
between IF and ELSE (or ENDIF if ELSE is not used) 
are executed.  Otherwise, they are skipped and 
commands between ELSE and ENDIF are instead 
executed.  Nesting of IF/ELSE/ENDIF commands is 
allowed.

ELSE In conjunction with IF and ENDIF, defines command 
blocks to be conditionally executed.  See IF command 
for description.

ENDIF  In conjunction with IF and ELSE, defines command 
blocks to be conditionally executed.  See IF command 
for description.

LOOP_START <loop count> 
(or LS <loop count>) 

In conjunction with LOOP_END, defines a looping 
block.  Lines between LOOP_START and LOOP_END 
are repeated <loop count> times.  Can be used to repeat 
both data and/or command lines.  Nesting is allowed, 
but a LOOP_START and its corresponding 
LOOP_END must occur in same file. 

LOOP_END 
(or LE) 

Delimits the end of a looping block. 

SUB <subName> [<argName1>… 
<argNameN>] 

In conjunction with ENDSUB, defines a subroutine 
having the given subroutine and argument names.  
Arguments have local scope and can have integer, 
string, or buffer type.

ENDSUB Delimits the end of a subroutine definition. 
CALL <subName> [<arg1>…<argN>] Calls a previously defined subroutine with the given 

argument values.  Argument count must match the 
subroutine definition.  

FILE <fn> Parses commands in the given text file, inserting them 
into the current stream.  Nesting of this command is 
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allowed.  Note that component commands and their 
associated data may span multiple files (i.e. files can 
consist of data lines to define data for an ongoing 
command definition).  The only limitation is that 
commands whose definition begins in a file will be 
automatically completed (if still ongoing) at the end of 
the file.

 

Mode Commands 

CSI_SCRAMBLING <flag> Sets a flag to enable (1) or disable (0) per-lane CSI 
scrambling of HS bursts for subsequent uses of 
HS_BURST_ENTRY or HS_PACKET.  If the 
argument is set to -1, scrambling is enabled or disabled 
according to the option setting in the application 
(Options->Enable CSI per-lane scrambling).  The 
default CSI scrambling setting at the start of the File 
command is 0.

DSI_SCRAMBLING <flag> Sets a flag to enable (1) or disable (0) DSI scrambling 
of HS packets for subsequent uses of HS_PACKET or 
HS_BYTES.  If the argument is set to -1, packet 
scrambling is enabled or disabled according to the 
option setting in the application (Options->Enable DSI 
scrambling).  The default DSI scrambling setting at the 
start of the File command is 0.

RADIX <radix> Sets the default radix to use for command data. The 
radix setting only applies to data lines and not command 
arguments, data replication counts, or buffer indexes, 
which are always decimal.  See section 2.1.1 for more 
information.

 

Buffer Variable Commands 

[LOCAL] BUF <bufName> Defines a new buffer.  The data lines associated with the 
command define the buffer data, which can contain 
special flags for auto-ECC, WordCnt, and CRC field 
insertion (see section 3.2).  

[LOCAL] LOAD_FRAME <fn> 
<bufName> [<datatype> <HActive> 
<VActive>] 

Defines a new buffer from an imported image file.  If 
the optional image data type is provided, the imported 
image is converted to the given data type.  Otherwise 
RGB888 is used.  If HActive and VActive are provided, 
the imported image is scaled to the given dimensions.

[LOCAL] LOAD_BUF <fn> 
<bufName> 

Defines a new buffer from binary file data regardless of 
file extension.  

SAVE_BUF <bufName> <fn> Saves buffer contents to a binary file. 
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STREAM <bufName> [<startInx> 
<byteCnt>] 

Streams buffer data as a data line associated with the 
current command.  If optional start index and byte count 
are provided, only the specified subset of the buffer data 
is streamed.

CONVERT  <bufName> [<srcX> 
<srcY> <dstDataType> <bayerFmt> 
<RGBBitOrder>] 

Converts an RGB888 frame buffer to another video 
format.  The optional dstDataType indicates the video 
data type to convert to, defaulting to the current 
command’s data type (when File Command scripts are 
used with video and WriteMemory commands).  The 
optional srcX and srcY arguments specify the image 
dimensions in pixels, defaulting to SYS_HACTIVE and 
SYS_VACTIVE.  The optional bayerFmt specifies the 
Bayer format to use when converting to RAW data 
types (0 = “GRBG”, 1 = “RGGB”, 2 == “BGGR”, 3 = 
“GBRG”), defaulting to the current Bayer format setting 
in the GUI.  The optional RGBBitOrder specifies the 
RGB bit order to use when File Command scripts are 
used with WriteMemory commands (0 = legacy, 1 = 
DCS Annex A), defaulting to the current RGBBitOrder 
setting in the GUI.

RESCALE <bufName> <srcX> 
<srcY> [<dstX> <dstY] 

Rescales an RGB888 frame buffer to different 
dimensions.  The <srcX> and <srcY> arguments specify 
the current image dimensions in pixels.  The optional 
<dstX> and <dstY> arguments specify the target image 
dimensions after rescaling, defaulting to 
SYS_HACTIVE and SYS_VACTIVE. 

 

Information Commands 

MSGBOX [<arg1> … <argN>] Displays a message box with a string constructed from a 
concatenation of its arguments, separated by spaces.

ASSERT <flag> [<arg1> … <argN>] Similar to MSGBOX except that the message box is 
displayed only if <flag> evaluates false.  Shorthand for 
enclosing a MSGBOX in an IF block using !<flag> as 
the condition.

 

Syntax Elements 

<lg> Name is shorthand for “lane group”.  Consists of one of 
the following symbols: 
ACT | 0 | 1 | 2 | 3

<lgwd> Name is shorthand for “lane group with demux”.  
Consists of one of the following symbols: 
ACT | 0 | 1 | 2 | 3 | DEMUX

<dur> Represents an integer duration in ns or UI.  Value is 
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interpreted as ns unless suffixed by “UI”, for example 
“100UI”.  Value is quantized to a multiple of 2 UI.  If 
used for LP duration, is clipped to a minimum of 40 ns.

<flag> Integer value used for Boolean function: 0 == false, 1== 
true

<fn> String value containing a file path.  If the file name is 
relative, its path is considered to start from the same 
directory as the text file containing the command using 
the argument.

<radix> 10 | 16 | HEX | DEC
 
Several commands have been deprecated and are no longer necessary with the support of 
automatic field insertion data flags for ECC, CRC, and WordCnt.  These commands are 
still supported but they are no longer recommended for use. 
 

Table 2 – Deprecated MIPI Output Commands 
Command Description
HS_BYTES_PLUS_CRC <lgwd> 
[SCRAMBLE] 

Sends one or more HS packet bytes, automatically 
appending a 2-byte CRC to the stream.  Bytes are allocated 
to lanes according to the argument.

HS_BYTES_PLUS_ECC <lgwd> Sends one or more HS packet bytes (generally 3), 
automatically appending an ECC byte to the stream.  Bytes 
are allocated to lanes according to the argument. 

LP_ESC_BYTES_PLUS_CRC Sends one or more data bytes in LP escape mode using 
spaced-one-hot encoding, automatically appending a 2-
byte CRC to the stream.

LP_ESC_BYTES_PLUS_ECC Sends one or more data bytes in LP escape mode using 
spaced-one-hot encoding, automatically appending an ECC 
byte to the stream.

2.1 Additional Command Descriptions 
This section elaborates on some component commands that need further explanation than 
contained in the command summary above. 

2.1.1 Msgbox and Assert Commands 
The MSGBOX command constructs a string from a concatenation of its arguments 
(separated by spaces) and displays it in a message box.  The message box provides OK 
and CANCEL buttons for the user to press, to either continue the File command 
execution or cancel it. 
 
MSGBOX arguments can be of any type: integer, string, or buffer.  Integer types are 
converted to a decimal string by default.  However, they can be converted to a hex value 
(suffixed by ‘h’) by using the pre-defined function HEX.  For example, HEX(10) will 
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display be converted to the string “10h”.  Buffer types are converted to a hex list of its 
elements, e.g. “10h 15h 20h”. 

2.1.2 Radix Command 
The RADIX command is intended as a convenience for data entry, to allow data values to 
be entered as hex values without appending ‘h’ to every value.  As such, it only affects 
the parsing of values during data line definition and does not affect parsing of values for 
command arguments, buffer indexes, or replication counts.   
 
To interpret all literal data values as hex during data line definition, use the command: “# 
RADIX HEX”.  To reset the radix interpretation back to decimal, use the command “# 
RADIX DEC”.  
 
To force a decimal interpretation of a data value when the radix is hex, prefix it with ‘+’ 
or ‘-‘.  To force a hex interpretation of  a data value when the radix is decimal, suffix it 
with ‘h’. 
 
As mentioned in the command summary, the radix is initialized to decimal at the start of 
the File command.  In addition, the radix is also temporarily reset back to decimal at the 
start of every new file called using the FILE component command and at the start of 
every subroutine (and then restored at the end of the file or subroutine).  This is to keep 
unintended errors from occurring when the caller of a file or subroutine does not set the 
radix as expected.   
 
Finally, for implementation and performance reasons, the RADIX command cannot be 
executed conditionally.  IF/ELSE/ENDIF conditions are ignored when enclosing a 
RADIX command, i.e. it is always executed.  To avoid confusion, it is recommended the 
RADIX command be used outside of conditional command blocks.   

3 Syntax Features 

3.1 Lane Group Arguments 
The lane group assignment syntax elements (<lg> and <lgwd>) indicate how HS data are 
allocated to lanes for a given component command.  Generally, HS data is either 
duplicated and sent to all active lanes (ACT) or demultiplexed across active lanes 
(DEMUX).  In rarer cases, the user might use a series of commands to allocate HS data 
individually to lanes, which carries with it the requirement that all active lanes eventually 
receive the same amount of HS data. 
 
Note that hardware prevents HS signaling on inactive lanes (as determined by the 
LaneCnt GUI setting) by forcing inactive lanes to LP11 when active lanes are in HS 
mode.  The File Command allows, however, component commands to assign data to 
inactive lanes without causing an error.  In this case, the component command is simply 
ignored, allowing source files to be written more generally so that they can be sent 
regardless of the LaneCnt setting. 
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The <lg> syntax element stands for “lane group” and can be either the symbol ACT or a 
lane index 0-3.  The <lgwd> syntax element stands for “lane group with demux” and 
adds the option to use DEMUX as well as the symbols for <lg>.  The following sections 
give more detail about specific lane group argument values. 

3.1.1 ACT     
This lane group value causes the element stream associated with the component 
command to be duplicated and assigned to each active lane. 
 
For example, if LaneCnt is two, the following command assigns the same three-byte 
streams to lanes 0 and 1: 
  

Component Command HS Output Bytes 
# HS_BYTES ACT 
AAh BBh CCh 

Lane0: AAh BBh CCh
Lane1: AAh BBh CCh
Lane2: N/A
Lane3: N/A

3.1.2 DEMUX  
This lane group value causes the byte stream associated with the component command to 
be demultiplexed one byte at a time across active lanes. 
 
For example, if the lane count is three, the following command assigns bytes to lanes as 
follows: 
  

Component Command HS Output Bytes 
# HS_BYTES DEMUX 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Lane0: 1 4 7
Lane1: 2 5
Lane2: 3 6
Lane3: N/A

 
To support this function, the parser maintains a current lane index, which is initialized to 
zero whenever there is a transition from LP to HS.  Each HS_BYTES command using the 
DEMUX argument updates the index so after the example command, the current lane 
index would be set to 1.  Thus, if the command was issued twice, the overall lane byte 
sequences would be: 
 

Component Commands HS Output Bytes 
# HS_BYTES DEMUX 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
# HS_BYTES DEMUX 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Lane0: 1 4 7 3 6
Lane1: 2 5 1 4 7
Lane2: 3 6 2 5
Lane3: N/A
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After both commands, the current lane index would be set to 2.  Be aware that the lane 
index is only changed when the DEMUX lane group argument is used (not ACT or 0-3) 
so use caution when mixing component commands with different lane group arguments. 
 
For commands that have an associated bit stream rather than an associated byte stream 
(i.e. HS_BITS, HS_ZERO, and HS_ONE) the DEMUX argument has a different 
behavior.  In this case, all of the bits associated with the command are output on the 
current lane and the current lane index is incremented.  This allows partial bytes to be 
output on the current lane in support of low-level EOT error testing. 
 
For example, the following implements an example EOT error test that works regardless 
of the number of active lanes: 
 

# HS_BURST_ENTRY 
 
// send generic long packet (except for last CRC byte) 
# HS_BYTES DEMUX 
29h 06h 00h -1 1 2 3 4 5 6 0 
 
// send partial last byte (5 bits) 
# HS_BITS DEMUX 
1 0 1 0 0 
 
# HS_BURST_EXIT

 

3.1.3   0, 1, 2, 3 
A lane group value of 0-3 indicates a specific lane for outputting all stream elements.  If 
the lane is not an active lane, the command is ignored.  This argument form is restricted 
in its use.  In particular, when this form is used, consecutive equivalent commands with 
the same sequence length must be present for all active lanes. 
 
For example, if the lane count is three, a legal command sequence would be: 
 

Component Commands HS Output Bytes 
# HS_BYTES 0 
1 2 3 4 
# HS_BYTES 1 
ah bh ch dh 
# HS_BYTES 2 
11 12 11 12 

Lane0: 1 2 3 4
Lane1: ah bh ch dh
Lane2: 11 12 11 12
Lane3: N/A 

 
Note that this command sequence is also legal for lane counts less than three, where 
inactive lane commands would be ignored. 
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Another common usage of a designated lane group value is to cause and SOT Sync error.  
For example, the following File command text causes an SOT Sync error on lane 0 and 
works regardless of the number of active lanes: 
 

// send burst entry LP sequence on active lanes 
# LP_STATES ACT: 3 1 
 
// send HSPrepare for 100 ns on active lanes 
# LP_STATES ACT 100: 0 
 
// send HSZero for 200 ns on active lanes 
# HS_ZERO ACT 200 
 
// send erroneous Sync byte on lane 0 (and correct Sync on other lanes, if active) 
# HS_BYTES 0: 38h 
# HS_BYTES 1: b8h 
# HS_BYTES 2: b8h 
# HS_BYTES 3: b8h 
 
// send short packet 
# HS_BYTES DEMUX: 05h 28h 00h 06h 
 
// send burst exit 
# HS_BURST_EXIT 

 

3.2 Automatic ECC, CRC and WordCnt Generation 
All packet definition commands, i.e. 
 

 HS_PACKET 
 HS_PACKET_PLUS_CRC 
 HS_BYTES 
 LPDT_PACKET 
 LP_ESC_BYTES 
 BUF 

 
support four special flags for automatic packet field calculation and insertion.  When 
found in the data sequence for these commands, the corresponding field value is 
computed and inserted into the data stream.  Flags may be used in a data sequence 
multiple times, for example, when defining a multi-packet burst. 
 
The following flag values are supported: 
 

Flag Value Meaning 
-1 Calculate and insert an ECC value based on the three bytes preceding 

the flag in the data stream.  
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-2 Calculate and insert a CRC value (2 bytes) based on the bytes in the data 
stream preceding the flag.  Data included in the calculation goes back to 
the beginning of the stream or to the previous ECC/CRC flag. 

-3 Calculate a CSI2 2.0 ECC value based on the four bytes preceding the 
flag in the data stream.  The 6-bit ECC value is ORed with the fourth 
byte (the one immediately before the flag) to replace it in the data 
stream.  The usage allows the most-significant 2 bits in the fourth byte 
to represent the new VCX field defined in CSI2 2.0.

-4 Calculate and insert a WordCnt value (2 bytes) based on the number of 
bytes that follow the flag.  Data included in the count skips over the 
ECC byte that follows and goes forward to the end of the stream or to 
the next flag found (the flag value determines what bytes are 
appropriately included/excluded in the WordCnt.

 
For example, the following commands are equivalent: 
 

# HS_BYTES 
29h -4 -1 1 2 3 4 5 -2 

# HS_BYTES 
29h 5 0 25h 1 2 3 4 5 13h ddh 

 
And the following commands define the same CSI2 2.0 null packet with VC = 10: 
 

# HS_BYTES 
90h 4 0 80h -3 0 0 0 0 -2 

# HS_BYTES 
90h 4 0 97h 0 0 0 0 d6h 58h 

 
Note that the BUF command also supports packet flags, allowing packet data to be 
assigned to a buffer variable.  After buffer definition, specific bytes can then be modified 
to cause specific errors, e.g. ECC, CRC, etc.  For example, the following command 
sequence outputs a packet with CRC error: 
 

# BUF pkt: 29h -4 -1 1 2 3 4 5 -2 
# pkt[9] = pkt[9] ^ 10h 
# HS_BYTES 
# STREAM pkt

 
Note: automatic field insertion occurs at the time buffer data is assigned to the variable.  
Thus, after the pkt buffer is initialized, it contains 11 bytes (4 header, 5 payload, 2 CRC).  
So, pkt[9] is the first CRC bytes.  

3.3 Data Line Replication 
Data line replication is a shorthand syntax for bracketing a single data line with 
LOOP_START and LOOP_END commands.  To repeat a single data line N times, start 
the data line with “*N”.  More generally, start the data line with a ‘*’ followed by an 
integer expression (in parentheses) denoting the number of times to repeat the line 
(allowed values are 1 to 1000000).   
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For example, the following commands are equivalent and output a HS Generic Write 
packet with 100-byte payload: 
 

# HS_PACKET: 29h -4 -1 
*100 AAh 
-2 

# HS_PACKET: 29h -4 -1 
# LOOP_START 100 
AAh 
# LOOP_END 
-2

 
When replicating data lines associated with a component command that computes a CRC, 
i.e. one of the following commands: 
 

- HS_PACKET_PLUS_CRC,  
- HS_BYTES_PLUS_CRC,  
- LP_ESC_BYTES_PLUS_CRC 

 
replication occurs before the CRC is computed.  Thus, the following command is 
equivalent to the previous examples (also showing the use of an expression for the 
replication count): 
 

# cnt = 10 
# HS_PACKET_PLUS_CRC 29h 
*(10*cnt) AAh

 

4 MIPI Output 

4.1 LP States 
The LP_STATES component command is used to control LP signals on the DPhy bus 
and has two optional arguments.  If the first argument is “ACT”, then data values are 
interpreted as single-lane LP states, with 0, 1, 2, and 3 corresponding to LP00, LP01, 
LP10, and LP11 respectively.  Each LP state is applied to all active lanes (inactive lanes 
remain in LP11).     
 
If the first argument is not “ACT”, then data values are interpreted as 10-bit values, with 
each 2-bit pair representing the LP state for its associate lane as follows 
 

 D[1:0] => Lane 0 
 D[3:2] => Lane 1 
 D[5:4] => Lane 2 
 D[7:6] => Lane 3 
 D[9:8] => Clock Lane 

 
A couple notes about this latter mode: 
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1) Unlike the component commands that output HS data, the LP_STATES command 
(without ACT) controls the LP state of all data lanes regardless of the lane count 
setting. 

2) The LP state of the clock lane is only affected by this command if the clock is off.  
If the clock is on, the clock lane bits for this command are ignored. 

 
The second optional argument to the LP_STATES command is <dur>.  If present, this 
setting sets the duration of each LP state in nanoseconds.  This value is quantized to a 
multiple of the HS bit rate and must be greater than or equal to 40 ns.  If not present, the 
duration of each LP state is TLPX, the period of the LPFreq setting. 
 
Examples: 
 

Component Commands Effect 
# LP_STATES 
3ffh 355h 300h 

Outputs LP11, LP01, LP00 sequence on all 
four data lanes while holding the clock lane in 
LP11 (if not on).  State durations are TLPX. 

# LP_STATES 100 
3ffh 355h 300h 

Outputs LP11, LP01, LP00 sequence on all 
four data lanes while holding the clock lane in 
LP11 (if not on).  State durations are 100 ns. 

# LP_STATES ACT 
3 1 0 

Outputs LP11, LP01, LP00 sequence on active 
lanes.  Inactive data lanes remain in LP11.  
Clock lane remains in its current state (on or 
off).  State durations are TLPX.

# LP_STATES ACT 100 
3 1 0 

Outputs LP11, LP01, LP00 sequence on active 
lanes.  Inactive data lanes remain in LP11.  
Clock lane remains in its current state (on or 
off).  State durations are 100 ns.

 

4.2 Escape Packets 
For convenience, escape mode signaling that uses spaced one-hot encoding can be sent 
using the LP_ESC_BYTES component command.  This command encodes each byte 
associated with the command into 16 spaced one-hot LP states according to the DPhy 
standard.  LP states are always output on lane 0 with other data lanes kept in LP11.5  The 
clock lane state is maintained throughout, whether on or off. 
 
For example, the following command outputs the indicated LP state sequence on lane 0: 
 

# LP_ESC_BYTES 
52h 

LP01, LP00, LP10, LP00, LP01, LP00, LP01, LP00, 
LP10, LP00, LP01, LP00, LP10, LP00, LP01, LP00 

                                                 
5 An easy method to output escape packets on any lane is to configure the lane mapping in the instrument to 
route lane 0 signaling to other lanes.  For example, setting all Phy Lane Src controls to 0 will cause output 
on lane 0 to be sent identically out all lanes, including the clock lane if desired. 
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And the following two commands are equivalent:6 
 

# LP_ESC_BYTES 
52h 

# LP_STATES 
1 0 2 0 1 0 1 0 2 0 1 0 2 0 1 0 

 
So, to send a full escape packet on lane 0, the LP_STATES and LP_ESC_BYTES 
commands can be used together as follows: 
 

# LP_STATES 
3ffh 3feh 3fch 3fdh 3fch 
# LP_ESC_BYTES 
46h 
# LP_STATES 
3feh 3ffh 

Outputs a Trigger-Reset escape-mode 
command.  The first LP_STATES command is 
the escape-mode entry sequence, followed by 
the Trigger-Reset command code, followed by 
the second LP_STATES command to output 
the escape-mode exit sequence.

 
LPDT packets can be sent the same way and can make use of the automatic ECC and 
CRC generation flags, -1 and -2 respectively.  For example, a Generic Long Write LPDT 
packet can be sent using either of the following component command sequences, where 
the header ECC is 25h and the packet CRC is dd13h: 
 

# LP_STATES 
3ffh 3feh 3fch 3fdh 3fch 
# LP_ESC_BYTES 
87h 29h 05h 00h -1 1 2 3 4 5 -2 
# LP_STATES 
3feh 3ffh 

# LP_STATES 
3ffh 3feh 3fch 3fdh 3fch 
# LP_ESC_BYTES 
87h 29h 05h 00h 25h 1 2 3 4 5 13h ddh 
# LP_STATES 
3feh 3ffh 

 
To make sending LPDT packets even simpler, the LPDT_PACKET command can be 
used.  This command automatically sends the escape entry sequence, the LPDT command 
byte, and the escape exit sequence.  Thus, the following is equivalent to the previous 
example: 
 

# LPDT_PACKET 
29h 05h 00h -1 1 2 3 4 5 -2 

Outputs a Generic Long Write LPDT 
packet. 

4.3 HS Packets 
HS packets can be sent using the HS_BYTES component command, which is similar to 
the LP_ESC_BYTES command, including support for automatic packet field insertion 
for ECC, WordCnt, and CRC (using -1, -2, -3 and -4 data flags). 
 

                                                 
6 The commands are equivalent assuming the lane count is one such that the LP_STATES command only 
outputs on lane 0. 
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One difference is that the HS_BYTES command requires a lane group argument, 
indicating what lane or lanes to use for outputting HS bytes.  Unless the active lane count 
is one, the DEMUX lane group argument will generally be used to send legal packets.  
This demultiplexes the data stream across active lanes based on the lane count. 
 
The HS_BYTES command can be used in conjunction with the HS_BURST_ENTRY 
and HS_BURST_EXIT commands, which implement the proper HS burst entry and exit 
signaling on all active lanes, including sending the HS_SYNC byte. 
 
For example, the following component command sequence outputs an HS burst 
containing a Generic Long Write packet: 
 

# HS_BURST_ENTRY 
# HS_BYTES DEMUX 
29h 5 0 -1 1 2 3 4 5 -2 
# HS_BURST_EXIT 

Outputs a Generic Long Write packet in 
an HS burst. 
 

 
Even more simply, the HS_PACKET component command can be used to send 
demultiplexed HS data with standard HS burst entry and exit: 
 

# HS_PACKET 
29h 5 0 -1 1 2 3 4 5 -2 

Outputs a Generic Long Write packet in 
an HS burst. 

# HS_PACKET 
*5 29h 5 0 -1 1 2 3 4 5 -2 

Outputs five Generic Long Write packets 
in a single HS burst. 

 
Finally, the HS_PACKET_PLUS_CRC component command is the most succinct 
shorthand for sending a single HS packet, where the dataID is provided as an argument to 
the command and the data line provides only the packet payload bytes.  For example, the 
following two commands are equivalent: 
 

# HS_PACKET_PLUS_CRC 29h 
1 2 3 4 5 

# HS_PACKET 
29h -4 -1 1 2 3 4 5 -2 

5 Discussion Topics 

5.1 HS Burst Requirements 
One requirement for HS bursts implemented by the File command is that all active lanes 
must have the same number of HS data so that all lanes transition from HS to LP at the 
same time.  This requirement must be explicitly ensured by the user or an error will occur 
while sending the File command.   
 
Note if the HS_BURST_EXIT command is used, active lanes greater than or equal to the 
current lane index are allowed to have exactly one byte less than lesser active lanes.  In 
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this case, an additional byte of HS Trail is appended to these lanes to meet the alignment 
requirement. 
 
A second requirement for HS bursts is that all active lanes must have an even number of 
HS bits (hardware requires all segments to be a multiple of 2 UI).  Please keep this in 
mind when using the HS_BITS command.  While odd bit counts are allowed in the 
command, the total number of bits per lane in the burst must be even.   

5.2 Scrambling 
The file command supports optional HS packet scrambling defined in DSI2 1.0 for the 
HS_PACKET, HS_PACKET_PLUS_CRC, HS_BYTES, and HS_BYTES_PLUS_CRC 
component commands.  Earlier implementations used the optional SCRAMBLE 
argument for these commands to scramble the packet payload (and CRC).  Later, the 
DSI_SCRAMBLING command was provided to allow the user to globally enable/disable 
scrambling for all subsequent packets defined with these commands.  Both methods are 
still available. 
 
For correct scrambling implementation, note that data for HS_PACKET and HS_BYTES 
commands must consist of a single, entire packet (header, payload, CRC).  When 
scrambling is not enabled, this is not normally a requirement, for example, data can 
comprise multiple packets. 
 
The DSI_SCRAMBLING command sets a flag to enable (1) or disable (0) DSI 
scrambling of HS packets for subsequent uses of HS_PACKET or HS_BYTES.  If the 
argument is set to -1, packet scrambling is enabled or disabled according to the option 
setting in the application (Options->Enable DSI scrambling).  The default DSI 
scrambling setting at the start of the File command is 0. 
 
The file command also supports optional HS burst scrambling defined in CSI2 2.0.  The 
CSI_SCRAMBLING command sets a flag to enable (1) or disable (0) per-lane CSI 
scrambling of HS bursts for subsequent uses of HS_BURST_ENTRY or HS_PACKET.  
If the argument is set to -1, scrambling is enabled or disabled according to the option 
setting in the application (Options->Enable CSI per-lane scrambling).  The default CSI 
scrambling setting at the start of the File command is 0. 

5.3 Clock Lane Behavior 
Unlike data lanes, the clock lane cannot be arbitrarily controlled during the File 
Command.  The user can only turn the clock on and off and cannot specify details and 
timing of LP/HS signaling.  Moreover, for the most part, there is little automated clock 
behavior.  Exceptions are:  

 The option “Turn clk on when sending non-video Cmds” applies to the File 
Command, setting the initial clock state when sending as an individual command. 

 The HS_BURST_ENTRY component command automatically turns on the clock, 
if necessary 
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 When looping the File Command, if the clock state at loop end does not match the 
clock state at loop start, the clock is turned on/off accordingly. 

 
Otherwise, the user must explicitly make sure the clock is in the appropriate state using 
the CLK_ON and CLK_OFF component commands.  These commands are intelligent in 
that they do nothing if the clock is already in the correct state.  Note, in particular, the 
option “Turn clk off after HS burst (non-video)” is not applicable during the File 
command.   
 
For customers who need to test clock lane behavior, the File Command can still be used.  
In this case, the clock lane source can be set to a data lane (likely lane 0) which will 
duplicate the data lane’s output on the clock lane.  The clock lane source can be set in the 
Instrument Configuration dialog (Inst Cfg… button). 

5.4 Errors When Sending 
There are many degenerate streams that cannot be implemented by the DPhy Generator 
as there are structural requirements on the program stream it can output.  Thus, it is 
possible for the stream described in the File Command to generate an error during 
construction if it fails these requirements.  The error message says  
 

“Program cannot be sent by hardware at the current HS Bit Rate”. 
 
While exact requirements are too complicated to document, failure is usually due to too 
few data bytes on average in constructed output records relative to the HS Bit Rate 
throughput requirements.  Generally, a work-around is to add more bytes to the stream or 
decrease the HS Bit Rate.  
 
Another possible error message is: 
 
 “DefineBlock: error PG block size is too small”. 
 
This error occurs if the program contains too little data, failing the minimum block length 
requirements of the PG.  If this occurs, you can try adding an LP11 symbols before and 
after your signal which may increase the block size. 


